
 
THE EAGLES SOAR INTO THE SUNSHINE STATE FOR A PLAYOFF PUSH 
 
BERLIN @ TAMPA BAY  
(Tampa Bay lead the all-time series between these two franchises 5-1-0) 
  
Why?   
This is game with playoff implications as Berlin looks to add some distance from second 
place Sicily in the CFC Federal Division. Since relocating from Los Angeles following 
their championship season in 2020 the Eagles are 3-4 in the playoffs including a solid 
run in 2024 where the Berliners knocked off a trio of solid contenders; Chicago, Tampa 
Bay, and Ohio before falling to San Francisco in CBXV.  
 
The Eagles started the season an unexpected 1-3 before going on a four-game winning 
streak.  
 
••• 
 
Tampa Bay had an “off” year in 2025 finishing with a .500 record. The Sentinels have 
been a model of potent consistency while posting an 89-39 over the last eight 
campaigns only to fade out in the playoffs (1-7). The Gold Coast Guardians last playoff 
victory was in a 2022 Wild card matchup with Iowa 34-17. 
Tampa Bay could be one more win away from waving the UFC Caribbean victory 
banner if they had beaten second place Costa Rica at least once in the two meetings 
this season…they lost both. 
 
These teams have split the last two meetings in 2024 and 2025, both played in Berlin. 
 
What to watch for? 
This is going to be a passing duel between two of 2026’s best; Berlin QB Gerry 
Flanigan and Tampa Bay QB James Johnson.  
 
BERLIN: 
All across the land Irish eyes are smiling. Former Golden Domer Gerry Flanigan is 
enjoying another stellar year individually with 3,549-passing-yards (6th), a 29/8 TD/INT 
ratio, 65.8% completion rate, and a 111.2 QBR (8th). Three of those nine-interceptions 
came courtesy of the Chicago Wolves beat-down in Week-11. It seems that Flanigan 
has been around forever. The “face” of the franchise was drafted in the first-round of the 
2015 CFA Draft when the team was still located in Los Angeles. It is somewhat 
perplexing that Flanigan just turned thirty-one, which means he has a few more years to 
compete while striving for a second ring. The CFA HOA Committee has all but rubber 
stamped his induction. 
 



Lissome WR Robert Miner has amassed close to 15,000-yards-receiving, 857-
receptions, and 101-TDs in his thirteen-year career (including the playoffs). Along with 
WR Bobby Lutz (pronounced Loots) this pair makes up for lack of size with disciplined 
route running and four great hands. Being able to hit receivers on timing routes gives 
Flanigan and the passing game an advantage over most opposing defensive schemes. 
The team’s third option wide or in the slot is the resident “burner” Michael Hoyle. Hoyle 
is second on the team in receiving yards (1,022) and has hauled in 10-TDs while 
sporting a respectable 18.6-ypr. This trio gives the Eagles enough aerial weaponry to 
keep more than a handful of the league’s defensive coordinators packing Pepto-Bismol 
in the holsters. 
 
Keeping their franchise quarterback from getting planted like spring tulips are C Edwin 
Reeder (24), OG Edward Martell (27), rookie OG Hershel Shipp (21), and OTs Willie 
Borden and Dale ”DOH” Doe, more affectionately referred to as “The Bird” (Doh 
Doe…get it) by his line mates do to his offbeat personality; it is also his favorite salute 
when the ref aren’t looking on self-professed erroneous holding calls. This assembly of 
“Blood, Sweat, and Beers” have only given up six-sacks in twelve games. 
  
Berlin RB Eddie Robinette is a compact package of chaos at 5’9” 180 lb. Robinette is 
coming off a 355-carry, 1,211-yard season a year ago, which is quite load for a back of 
that stature. That heavy lifting may have had repercussions on this season in so far as 
that Robinette’s projected totals are down; about 25-carries and just over 1,000-yards. 
To clarify, his work load may have been cut back to promote longevity. This seventh-
year Arizona “Desert Cat” provides a shifting-of-the-gears for OC Hank Thompson and 
the Eagle’s offense. However, Berlin’s running game averages a paltry 3.4-ypc., which 
is next to last, as well as accounting for eighteen-fumbles…which is next to last in the 
league, and twelve-lost-fumbles which is dead last. 
 
Berlin is in the middle-of-the pack in most defensive categories, and they are somewhat 
of an enigma for DC Aaron Alvarez. The fact that the Eagle’s lead the CFA in forced 
fumbles with eighteen, but the starting secondary has recorded a baffling amount of the 
team’s tackles on the season(?) A reasonable football fan may infer that the front seven 
is a sieve? CBs Larry Carden and David Coley possess decent speed and they use 
that speed top track down loose doggies downfield. This duo has accounted for over 
100-tackes by just themselves. Willie Keifer at strong-safety has notched 51-tackles, 
and centerfielder Sheldon Haskell has recorded a team high 102-tackles to go along 
with his two-interceptions.  
 
Part of the problem is that the interior defensive line is “challenged” which keeps the 
linebackers occupied in the run game and shrinks the box. This being said, it is up to 
DE Harry Cullen (12-TFL, 3-Scks) to apply pressure from whichever end of the line he 
chooses to occupy.  
 



The nitty-gritty nucleus of the Eagle’s defense is their linebacking unit. Even though 
Brian Freeman and Brian Banks are a bit hobbled, they are gamers. Freeman at 275 
lb., is a remarkable grid-iron specimen who plays like a strong safety in coverage with 
great hands, as well as a punishing run-stopper. Rover Sammy Taylor and Freeman 
have accounted for seven-sacks apiece on the season. 
 
 
 
TAMPA BAY:  
Tampa Bay has solid 6’3” 226 lb. veteran QB James Johnson lining up behind center for 
head coach Justin Smith. Johnson is very agile for a man of his size, a true athlete. 
Though Johnson won’t outrun many defensive ends, however, he does possess the 
footwork and awareness to elude would-be tacklers. The former Terrapin is smart, 
endowed with a rocket arm, and lethal accuracy. 
 
The recipient of a good deal of those Johnson passes was rising star WR Danny 
Graves (82/1,081/13.2/12). Graves boasts great route running skills, soft hands, and 
just enough giddy-up to rank second in catches in the CFA. When Johnson grows tired 
of throwing Grave’s is way, he spins spirals to a couple of young Turks named Michael 
Patino and Mark Valenzuela who have teamed up for another 1,173-yards-
receivingand thirteen-touchdowns.  
 
Though Tampa Bay shows a predisposition for the passing game, OC Russell Cronin 
likes keep defenses honest by deploying RB Willie Weston to fracture opposing 
defensive scheming with a seemingly coy but effective run game. 
 
The challenge this week is that Tampa Bay’s is down two starters for the Belin game. 
Arguably, the Sentinels best offensive linemen, George Nakamura, who came up lame 
last week with a pulled hamstring, and OT Luis Rauch, out for the season with a 
ruptured disc, will need to close ranks with an offensive line that is lacking on the 
second line. 
 
Good offenses put fannies in the seats. Good defenses put trophies on the mantle. The 
Sentinels are stout on the defensive side of the ball. Tampa Bay has MLB Morton 
Camarillo, who will need to inspire his minions to step it up in the event DT Thomas 
Forster can’t suit up (migraines). Camarillo is a 6’5” 240 lb. “manimal” is beholden to a 
disquieting speed for a man his size. Flanking Camarillo are two undersized but potent 
agents of chaos in LB Kyle Hagen (64-Tck, 6-Sck, 6-TFL) and “Terrible” Francis 
Torres (45-Tck, 3-Sck, 7-TFL).   
 
Giving the linebacking corps freedom to spread mayhem is a task given to the front four. 
This would usually be the case if it were not for absence of two cogs in the middle of the 
defensive line. The aforementioned Thomas Forster is questionable, while DT Kirby 
Addison is doubtful with cracked ribs. The bench has three starts between the three 
possible backup options. With DE Timothy Mills may miss the rest of the season with a 



fractured skull, thus leaving slender 6’5” 237 lb. DE Patrick Evens to fill the post at 
RDE. On the flipside of the line is Bobby Royal, who will more than likely be harassed 
by tight ends and backs who will chip him to keep him off balance.  
 
The walking wounded is not limited to the front-seven. Starting CB Victor Cook is 
probable this week but is coming back from a fractured hip so his game readiness will 
be tested by Berlin’s Flanigan early and often. But, the Sentinels have speed on the 
sidelines to spare. Whatever deficiencies these corners may have in their individual 
game is made up for by shear velocity. The recovery speed on the outside will compel 
DC Danny Hill to cheat more toward the hash marks to provide cover for a less than 
dominant free safeties. Twenty-two-year-old SS Ervin Fahey has shown why he was a 
first round pick. Fahey has the ability to rock ball-carriers inside or drop into coverage 
with a deceptive ease.  
 
The key to putting pressure on Eagle’s QB Gerry Flanigan is Tampa Bay’s DT Thomas 
Forster, who is a game time decision. Forster leads the team in sacks with eleven (tied 
for first in the league). Overall, Tampa Bay is tied for third in the CFA with 44-sacks and 
is tied for second in the league with 72-passes-defended. 
 
 
Players to Watch: 
Berlin --  
QB Gerry Flanigan (3,549-29/8-65.8%-111.2 QBR) 
OT Dale Doe (78-pancakes/0-sacks)  
 
Tampa Bay -- 
QB James Johnson (3,502-29/5-59.7%-102.9 QBR) 
MLB Morton Camarillo (78-tackles, 7-sacks) 
 
TALE OF THE TAPE: 
 
BERLIN: POWER RANKING #11 
Opponents combined record (60-84 • 0.417) [Eagle’s Run/Pass Ratio: 50%/50%] 
 
Offense:  
Points Scored – 31.3 (8th) 
Total Yards – 407.3 (16th) 
Rush Yards – 81.9 (22nd) 
Pass Yards – 325.4 (9th) 
 
Defense: 
Points Allowed – 26.8 (15th) 
Total Yards Allowed – 394.8 (14th)  
Rush Yards Allowed – 101.2 (15th) 
Pass Yards Allowed – 293.7 (17th) 



 
º Injuries Note:  
+ OG George Nakamura – Out 1-2 weeks (Pulled hamstring.) 
+ DE Timothy Mills – Out 6-8 weeks (Fractured skull.) 
+ DT Thomas Forster – Questionable (Sever migraines.) 
+ DE James Holbrook – Questionable (Torn ACL.) 
+ OT Luis Rauch – Out 12-16 weeks (Ruptured disk.) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TAMPA BAY: POWER RANKING #8 
Opponents combined record (68-76 • 0.472) [Sentinel’s Run/Pass Ratio: 63%/37%]  
 
Offense:  
Points Scored – 28.6 (14th) 
Total Yards – 412.3 (15th) 
Rush Yards – 96.3 (18th) 
Pass Yards – 316.1 (10th) 
 
Defense: 
Points Allowed – 19.7 (4th) 
Total Yards Allowed – 349.3 (7th)  
Rush Yards Allowed – 89.9 (11th) 
Pass Yards Allowed – 259.3 (5th) 
 
º Injuries Note:  
+ LB Brian Freeman – Questionable (Sprained ankle.)  
 
My Pick:  
Tampa Bay has a passing game which will prove troublesome for a middle-of-the-road 
Berlin pass defense. The Sentinels also match up well defensively against Berlin’s 
strength, which also happens to be the passing game. The Sentinels hope to apply 
pressure to hurry Flanigan in his progression reads and hopefully into errant passes. 
 
The Eagles offense is fairly balanced compared to Tampa Bays, but success will come 
through the air with a quick, smart, efficient passing attack. A myriad of injuries including 
DT Thomas Forster for Tampa Bay may open up opportunities for the Berlin offense.  
 
Each squad’s running games are compliments to the passing game, nothing 
exceptional, but impactful 
 
Both team’s receivers have trouble holding onto the ball, and it could come down to 
which team makes the least number of miscues, especially the big ones. 
 
Even with the host of injuries, I have to take Tampa Bay at home…this could be the 
year!? 



  
 
Sentinels – 30 
Eagles - 24 
 
 
The Line: 
Line: TB (-3.5) 
O/U:  53 
 
~ James Laucher – OSN Contributing Writer  
 
 
 
 


